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Catalyst’s 20th Anniversary
Colchester Catalyst Charity was formed in 1990, following the sale of the
former Colchester Oaks Hospital, so 2010 will be our 20th anniversary year.
During that time, Catalyst has provided almost £7m’s worth of funding, and a
wealth of valuable advice to a range of individuals and local charitable groups –
always related to the improvement of healthcare in North East Essex. Well over
2,000 individuals have been provided with essential equipment which could not be
funded by statutory resources. In addition almost 1,500 grants have been given to
local organisations to help with larger projects ranging from buildings and capital
equipment to vital research and services. Catalyst funding also provides respite
care, which then allows carers to have a much needed break themselves, more
than 300 such breaks have been provided during the last year alone.
In recent years Catalyst has also provided ‘top-up’ services to hospital and
other patients where statutory funding is not available. Portable monitors in the
Stroke Unit, and Hi-Lo beds on wards at Colchester General Hospital are examples
of these.
Current Chief Executive, Chris Kirvan, said “Colchester Catalyst is a unique
charity which has been able to provide niche funding for deserving cases and
causes. The existing healthcare services in North-East Essex have been improved
and augmented by the foresight of the original Trustees. The current Board are very
able and experienced guardians of the fund, ensuring that it is used to provide
maximum impact”

Catalyst funds research project
into early diagnosis of prostate cancer
The University of Essex and the
Colchester Catalyst Charity have
joined forces for an exciting major
research project into the early
diagnosis of prostate cancer.
Catalyst will fund a three-year PhD
studentship within the University-based
Essex Biomedical Sciences
Institute(EBSI). After considering more
than 90 applicants, the Colchester
Catalyst Charity Doctoral Scholarship
has been awarded to Yukti Gupta, who
is completing her Masters in Molecular
Medicine degree at the University.
Director of the EBSI Dr Elena
Klenova, who will oversee all the
research, said: ‘This is an important
milestone for the EBSI and shows the
vital contribution local organisations can
make to our research. Yukti was chosen
for her overall excellence in biological
sciences and she is very excited about
the new project.’
Her role as doctoral student will be
to develop techniques for the early
diagnosis of prostate cancer and the
monitoring of its treatment. Prostate
cancer is the most common cancer in
men. More than 10,000 men die from

Dr Elena Klenova (left) and Yukti Gupta in the
University’s research laboratory

prostate cancer in the UK each year and
20,000 new cases are diagnosed
annually. However, prostate cancer can
be cured when treated in its early
stages.
Chris Kirvan, Chief Executive of the
Colchester Catalyst Charity, said: “We
are delighted to be working in such an
exciting partnership with the University
of Essex. This is an innovative way for us
to achieve our aim of improving
healthcare in North East Essex. It is a
special bonus that the research will
eventually benefit those from an even
wider geographical area”.

Mark Pertwee, Catalyst’s
new Board Member

New Board
Member
for Catalyst
Mark Pertwee has joined the Catalyst
Board, following in the much valued
footsteps of his father, Christopher
Pertwee, who is a former Catalyst
Chairman, and currently President.
Mark brings 15 years of strategic, board
and general management experience,
particularly in relation to commercial,
residential and industrial property. He has
been involved with the family business,
Pertwee Estates Ltd since 1988, previously
gaining stockbroking experience after
completing his BA (Hons) in Economics &
Agriculture and he now also provides
external consultancy services in both
property and the renewable energy field.
Mark is married with 3 children and is a
trustee of several other charities. His
interests include architecture, gardening,
cars, skiing, tennis and fitness.
Mark said “I am delighted to be joining
the Board of Colchester Catalyst, a charity
with a long tradition of helping to improve
healthcare in North East Essex. I hope my
experience will complement the skills of the
other Board members, and I am really
looking forward to working with them”.
Tony Frost, Catalyst Chairman added
“Mark’s knowledge and experience
elsewhere will be a great asset to Catalyst,
and we are pleased to continue our links
with the Pertwee family.”

Check out our new website (see page 2 for details)
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Support for parents following infant death
The FSID (Foundation for the Study of
Infant Deaths) has a scheme called Care of
the Next Infant (CONI). Catalyst recently
provided just over £1000 to provide
breathing monitors, a resuscitation doll and
resuscitation DVDs. Through the CONI
programme, FSID is able to provide
practical support to previously bereaved
parents who have lost a baby to cot death
and are going on to have another child.
Catalyst’s support enables them to help
bereaved parents like Sarah Lomax. Sarah
is one of FSID’s trained ‘Befrienders’ volunteers who once experienced an infant
bereavement themselves and now offer a
unique support service to families who have
suffered a cot death. Her first son died nine
years ago, but with the support of the CONI
programme, she has gone on to have
another 4 children. Here is Sarah’s story:
“I think about my first son, Louis, every
day. He died when he was just 28 days
old, from cot death. It was a huge shock.
One minute I was a mum, the next I
wasn’t. My world stopped. Louis’s death
was my first experience of dealing with
grief and I kept asking myself, why my
baby? I turned to FSID to speak to other
bereaved parents. I found it invaluable to
be able to talk to someone
about Louis

Sarah Lomax, a befriender with the CONI scheme,
with the four children she now has, following the
tragic death of her first baby.

and it made me feel less isolated.
The befriender also offered me hope for
the future.
Three months later, I found out I was
expecting again. This baby gave us hope,
but I was very anxious throughout my
pregnancy. Through FSID, I heard about
its CONI (Care of the Next Infant) scheme,
which helps to give you confidence when
preparing for the arrival of another child,
and I contacted them. After Amelia was
born the scheme offered reassurance,
such as lending me a breathing monitor,
regular visits from the health visitor, plus
an open-door policy at my GP’s
surgery and local hospital so I knew
I could easily get an appointment if

I was worried about anything.
At first I panicked over every little thing,
but gradually my confidence grew. Time is
a healer and I can now look back on Louis’
short life with fondness. My children know
they had an older brother; we talk about
him a lot and I have an album.
I wanted to give something back, so I
now volunteer as a befriender for FSID
and work on the helpline, offering advice
and support to anyone going through the
same thing. I have to put my own
experience aside and concentrate on
somebody else’s situation. It’s all
voluntary, but helping the charity is so
worthwhile and it makes me think that
Louis’ death wasn’t in vain”.
Alison Waite, National CONI
Co-ordinator said:
“FSID is so grateful for the generous
support of the Colchester Catalyst Charity
which really will make such a difference to
local previously bereaved families. Losing
a child to cot death is such a devastating
experience for any family and naturally
means they are that much more anxious
when they go on to have another baby.
The type of specialist monitoring
equipment we can provide is so vital in
helping the parents care for their baby and
enjoy the first few months after birth.”

Colchester Catalyst’s new website
will be available soon - check out
www.colchestercatalyst.co.uk
CHAIRMAN’S COMMENT
Since its inception nearly twenty years
ago, Catalyst has encouraged and
supported the legion of voluntary bodies
which provide for the special health
needs of the disadvantaged in our area.
Where possible, we have done so in a
manner which also encouraged funding
by statutory providers. We have observed
with satisfaction the increasing availability
of statutory funding, and with concern,
the changing criteria applied by the
providers.
Not surprisingly in the current financial
climate, funding is being reduced, and
more rigorous and business-like criteria
introduced, which we fear may ignore the
true value of the service provided by
small charities at the coal-face.
Charities are now being required to
demonstrate current governance and
management standards, and to bid
competitively through complex processes.

We at Catalyst are concerned that
health in the light of known current and
some of the community groups which
future needs, in order that those in our
provide the most valuable services may
area who are in need are not
be at risk of missing out in this process,
disadvantaged.
We will be taking a
with severe consequences
number of initiatives,
for the disabled and their
beginning with a forum of our
carers in our area. We fear
partner charities at which we
that current policies could
hope needs will be identified
lead to remote or regionaland some solutions designed.
based providers which are
We hope to move on to the
able to demonstrate the
logical next stage in ensuring
required levels of
that the needs of our area, of
governance and business
which our partner
standards being preferred to
organisations have a unique
small community-based
understanding, are fully
charities, which operate on
understood and taken into
voluntary and informal lines.
account by the statutory
We are therefore working Tony Frost - Chairman,
providers and their
with Tendring and Colchester Catalyst Charity
commissioning officers.
Councils for Voluntary
Services in encouraging our partner
Tony Frost
providers to review their organizational
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Walk the Walk
Catalyst has recently made a new
arrangement for the provision of
three/four wheeled walkers by the
Neuro Rehab Unit at Colchester
Hospital. Instead of having to pay
delivery charges each time, we have
ordered in bulk and effectively created
a pool of equipment which is ready for
use almost immediately.
Daren Davey, pictured (left) a Neuro
Rehab Unit patient, said.
“The walker has given me the
confidence to walk. I walk faster and
safer with it than I
do with a stick.
I use it when I go
to a day centre
and when I go out
on social
occasions. Thank
you Catalyst for
your help in
funding it.”
The Neuro
Rehab Unit has
benefitted
because it now
enables them to
issue the
Daren Davey with his
appropriate
walker which has given
him a lot more confidence walker at the
correct height
and instruct on its use when the patient
attends for a physiotherapy
appointment, rather than having to wait.
Anne Glynn, Clinical Specialist
Physiotherapist, said “For me it is the
ability to provide a patient with
equipment they need and that is not
readily available on the NHS at a cost
that they can afford, rather than them
purchasing inappropriate walkers at a
greater cost.”
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Beacon House helps more
disadvantaged and homeless people
Beacon House is a small Primary Health
the opportunity for infection therefore
Care Centre, based close to Colchester
reducing ill-health and the spread of
town centre. It has been working
disease. Many clients are not registered
alongside disadvantaged and homeless
with a G.P so daily access to the centre
people in Colchester for 12 years,
is invaluable and very much appreciated”
providing an invaluable service to people
Beacon House clients are some of
who feel excluded from mainstream
the most marginalised people in north
society because of their chaotic
east Essex. Thirty percent of their clients
lifestyles, offending, difficulties in
have no access to washing facilities.
relationships,
Eighty percent suffer
substance misuse,
from either mental
physical and mental
health problems or
health issues,
serious addiction to
literacy problems
alcohol or drugs. This
and previous bad
is on top of other
experiences.
problems they have
Catalyst have
with money,
recently provided
relationship / family
£7,000 towards a
breakdowns, loss of
project offering
jobs and all the other
essential healthcare
complex reasons for
services including
homelessness.
free access to
The front line
showers, clean
health care services
Chris Kirvan, Chief Executive of Catalyst,
clothes, laundry
also allow clients the
presents the £7,000 cheque to Alan Turner,
services, toiletries
opportunity to access
Manager of Beacon House
and shaves, services
in-house support and
which make Beacon House unique to
self development services which include;
this area of Essex. Other services are
counselling, courses in anger
provided by NE Essex PCT such as
management and assertiveness,
nurse led clinics and daybeds.
confidence building, stress management,
Alan Turner, Beacon House Manager,
relaxation and life-skills courses, thus
said:
helping to break the cycle of
“We are very grateful for Catalyst’s
homelessness by empowering people to
financial contribution, not only do these
lead more stable and fulfilling lives.
front-line services support a person’s
physical, emotional, mental health and
well-being but they serve to provide a
preventative healthcare service. If
people are able to keep clean this limits

Connie is over the moon
The special relationship between Catalyst
and the Wheelchair Service means that
together they are able to offer more
diversity in all mobility equipment for
jointly funded projects. For example,
client’s being able to add hi/low
component to an electric wheelchair
offering greater independence and
enjoyment in using the electric chair. For
clients who do not meet statutory criteria,
they are able to offer advice and
alternative financial support through
Catalyst, resulting in the client obtaining
their desired piece of equipment, such as
children on the Autistic Spectrum who
require buggies for safety rather than
mobility. In addition the therapists are
assisted with bringing about new services
and improving the way they work.
Recently funding was provided for an
equipment pool specifically for stroke
users. Look out in the next edition of
Update for more information !

Nicky Ellis, Occupational Therapist
and Clinical Lead of Colchester Hospital
University’s Wheelchair Service, said
“The close working relationship
between the Colchester Catalyst Charity
and the North East Essex Wheelchair
Service over the past 5 years has been
invaluable for both our clients and the
Service. It has enabled the Wheelchair
Service to be proactive in offering support
and advice to every client whether or not
they meet our eligibility criteria. From
trays, ramps, shopping baskets and
second sets of wheels to a complex
special needs buggy, scooters or larger
projects – the Catalyst Charity has been
open-minded and creative in how they
support our service users”.
One very happy client is Connie Moon,
pictured with her motorised wheelchair.
Catalyst funding was used to provide a
new seat and backrest, as Connie’s suffers
from cerebral palsy which affects her limbs.

Connie Moon enjoys her garden sitting
in her newly modified wheelchair

Her condition means that her spine has
changed and she needed more support.
Connie remains cheerful, despite being in
pain much of the time, she said “I can’t
stress enough how grateful I am to Catalyst
for their help. Having my chair modified has
given me a whole new lease of life”.
Nicky Ellis added “It is also worth
noting that this support assists in taking
the pressure off the Wheelchair Service
Team when we have the difficult task of
turning down applications for service
provision, for this we are all grateful”.
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MERSEA ISLAND FESTIVAL
Between August 23rd and 31st, Mersea
Island Festival took place at Essex
Outdoors Mersea, the former youth camp
on the island. The Festival aims to provide
an opportunity for those with and without
disabilities to come together and share in
a programme of sporting, artistic and
social activities in an inclusive
environment. The Festival is supported by
the Mersea Island Festival Trust that raises
money to subsidise the programme cost.

Take a Break !
A recent meeting of the Catalyst Short Term
Break Assessors

Catalyst regularly works with a range of
Assessors from support organisations
around the region to provide short
breaks, either residential or domiciliary,
which allow full time carers to have a
break themselves. The scheme is
successful because the carers are fully
involved with deciding where the person
they care for will be placed, or how they
will be looked after whilst they are away
or doing other things. This year Catalyst
will spend around £150,000 to provide
care, allowing 300 carers to take a break
The Assessors meet regularly for
updating, monitoring and training
purposes.
If you are interested in finding out
more, please contact your local
support organisation, or ring Stephanie
Grant, Administrator at the Catalyst
office 01206 752545.

The Trust also financially supports
young people with disabilities who
require personal care, funding the
camp fees of the carer where the
cost of their own place and the carer
would be prohibitive. The young
people attend as part of a group
providing respite care, organising
24hr support for individuals with a
range of disabilities.
Earlier this year the Colchester
Catalyst Charity made a grant to the Trust
to help support the costs of carers for
individuals from North East Essex to
attend the camp, the theme this year
being ‘Space’. The young people took part
in a range of activities including archery,
zipwire, water skiing, animal displays,
music workshops and a mobile
planetarium. In the evening there was live
music from bands and discos and on the
final night of the Festival everyone
attended the fancy dress ‘Martian Ball’.
Chairman of the Trustees, Peter Buist
said “This year’s Festival has been a

phenomenal success.
To see the independence
and enjoyment that the
participants achieve
whilst still receiving the
appropriate level of care

makes the
hard work
put in by the
volunteer
staff entirely
worthwhile.
In addition,
the provision
of care at the
Festival has
provided a valuable break for those who
provide full time care to participants
throughout the rest of the year. The
Festival really is an asset to Colchester
and North East Essex”.

Migraine Action Association Educational Day
Migraine is an isolating illness, often misunderstood. The World Health
Organisation ranks migraine at the top of the list of top twenty disabling
illnesses. Migraine Action is a charity, founded 50 years ago which aims to
relieve the burden of headache by facilitating informed awareness and
encouraging research. They have piloted a series of regional patient meetings
explaining how migraineurs could better manage their illness.
After analysing feedback, they have now designed a series of regional
monthly Educational days in areas of greatest need. One of these is to be in
Colchester on 23rd January 2010.
The day will provide advice, information and support to migraineurs, their
families and friends. There will be speakers and workshops with literature
provided and there are expected to be over 100 attendees.
Migraine Action are also keen to hear from employers who experience
absenteeism through migraine, they have a major project called ‘Migraine in
the workplace’. For more information about the Educational Day, Migraine
in the workplace, or Migraine Action please ring 0116 275 8317.

Colchester Catalyst Grants Update

AGM date set

Some of the major General Grants given since our last edition of UPDATE
Essex Blind Charity
£1,299
Magnifier equipment
Independent Living Centre
£3,000
Contribution to OT post
Essex University
£27,347
Prostate Cancer research project Yr1
Stockwell Centre
£5,000
Counselling for Carers
Family Support Brightlingsea
£5,000
Contribution towards minibus
Huntingdon’s Disease Society
£2,564
Family Conference for sufferers
NE Essex Wheelchair service
£8,640
Wheelchair pool for stroke patients
Beacon House Primary Health Care Centre £7,000
Essential healthcare services
Mersea Island Festival Trust
£4,400
Support for 20 disabled young people

The next Annual
General Meeting
of the Catalyst
Trust will take
place on
Monday 8th
March 2010 at
Catalyst House

In total, over £110,000 has been spent from our General Grants budget this year, to date.
Respite Care
Our Respite, or Short Term Breaks,
Scheme has already funded breaks to the
cost of over £100,000 this year. This can
provide residential or domiciliary care to
allow a break for the full time carer.

▲

▲

▲

Special Individual Needs
This year to date, over £50,000 has been
spent providing help for Special Individual
Needs, usually in the form of specialist
equipment to help people who are disabled.

Counselling
We have a small scheme which can fund
specialist counselling if a medical need is
identified, this year we have provided
almost £10,000 of funding.

If you would like information about any of Colchester Catalyst Charity’s grants, please check out our new website
www.colchestercatalyst.co.uk or call us on 01206 752545.

